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MÉMOIRES



Alice Tétienne,
Cellar Master of Maison Henriot

Blending
50% Chardonnay - 50% Pinot Noir

6 crus :  Verzy,Verzenay, Mailly-Champagne in Montagne de Reims and
Avize, Le Mesnil-Sur-Oger, Chouilly in Côte des Blancs
100% Grands Crus

Dosage 4g/L

L’ABUS D’ALCOOL EST DANGEREUX POUR LA SANTÉ. À CONSOMMER AVEC MODÉRATION
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Recommendations
Serving temperature 9 - 12°C (48 - 54°F).

Bottle format
Magnum 150cl in individual wooden case

1977 was a particularly capricious year. The weather was cool and damp. However, 
the providential return of warm weather in September, leading up to the harvest 
on October 6, enabled Maison Henriot to produce a fine harvest, and with it, 
great wines.

The art of blending
Henriot Cuvée des Enchanteleurs is a blend of the six historical crus, with each 
represented in equal part, through a singular year, making it a Millésime. Each 
vintage of this Champagne is therefore a continuity of those Maison Henriot 
historical crus, with an emphasis on the character of the year.                                The terroirs offer 
a base, a structure, a charisma, a hierarchy. The year offers intensity, a division 
of roles, an expression and a translation.

The words of the Cellar Master
«The freshness of 1977 gave Henriot Cuvée des Enchanteleurs a profile with an 
assertive stance. The register is iodized, airy, mineral and saline. Elegance and 
finesse characterize it. 
The palate is fresh, subtle and particularly well-defined.»

HENRIOT CUVÉE DES ENCHANTELEURS 1977

Henriot Mémoires
Eight generations of the Henriot family have contributed to create the Maison Henriot’s « Mémoires » collection by carefully 
cellaring the bottles. A century after crafting the first vintage of this collection, the Millésime 1921, the Maison had the desire 
to share with the world the treasure of this transmission of know-how, which expresses a part of the History of Champagne. 
Each of the Champagne selected has aged more than 30 years in the House’s silent and cool cellars. Each bottle is then hand-
disgorged and individually tasted by the Cellar Master, before being numbered to reflect its rarity.

The year 1977




